
Suburban Pools Proposal

Frequently Asked Questions:

Why change away from the current conference configuration?
 Enrollments within conferences keep changing.
 Competitive balance within sports at a given school can range from high to 

low.
 Current conference model is not working for most schools due to competitive 

balance.
 New pool system would allow for sports programs to play like competition 

and therefore have a better chance to build and maintain programs.
 New pool alignments address diversity better than our current conferences.
 New pool systems do not require sports teams to play a team that is 

considerably better or worse in a particular sport, unless both teams agree.  
Currently, teams are forced to play teams in their conference that they do not 
match up with on a competitive scale. This causes safety issues in some cases 
and it hurts the development of a sports program.  

How does this affect scheduling?

 New pool system will ensure that Suburban Association schools will play a 
diverse schedule

 Suburban football schedules will eliminate need to travel outside of area to 
fill schedules.  

 Schools will have flexibility to schedule rivals and other schools of choice.
 System is flexible to allow for future movement to meet the needs of schools 

programs.  Sports will not be stuck in a situation that does not meet their 
needs.

 Football schedule address safety concerns of the previous model.  Current 
conferences have schools playing others with much higher enrollment.

How do schools change pools?
 Pool alignments will be revisited every two years.  Any school can request to 

change pools at the AD level.  If a school is not satisfied with the ruling of the 
AD’s, their school can appeal the decision to the Executive Committee.

How does this affect travel for sports teams?
 Teams still have ability to schedule neighboring schools for the majority of 

their contests/games
 Each year extra travel may be necessary for a minimal amount of games.  

Knowing, if you have 4 teams in your pool that would be significant travel, 2 
of those games per year will be at home.  The flexibility of these pools allows 
for those types of scheduling issues.  We are only talking 5-8 games per year 
are within your pool.   The extra travel that may result would be traveling to 



a game that you know you will be competitive in.  Currently we have schools 
that are required to travel for games that may be mercy-ruled at half time, 
have a running clock, or it could be a 3- inning contest.  The new pool system 
will allow teams to play like opponents and make any travel worth- while.

How will athletes be honored in this new system?
 Post-season honors will look similar to the past model (1st team, 2nd team, 

etc.).  Athletes will be nominated against the schools within their pool.
 This new pool system will allow for more athletes at each school to have an 

opportunity to receive post-season honors.  They will be nominated with 
athletes from other schools who are similar in competitive balance.  

In Conclusion:
As Athletic Directors, we feel that the current conference system is not working for 
the majority of the schools within the Suburban Conference.  Enrollments are 
constantly changing and schools are appealing to play in different conferences each 
two- year cycle.  Competitive levels within sports are also constantly changing at 
schools.  We have sports programs that are stuck in situations where they are not 
able to succeed.  This is leading to losing cultures and students are no longer coming 
out for these sports.  This new system allows sports programs to be challenged at 
whatever level they feel is appropriate for their school.  Some programs at a 
particular school need to be playing the top programs, while others at that same 
school may need time to build their programs.  The flexibility of this pool system 
allows teams to move every two years if they feel their program belongs in a 
different competitive situation.  In our current conference system, Suburban schools 
do not have the opportunity to play all other suburban schools in certain sports.   In 
the past, schools have not had the chance to visit other campuses or play other 
schools due to conference situations.  It is the belief of the majority of the Suburban 
Conference Athletic Directors that this new system is what is best for all 31 
suburban schools.


